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The differential cross section for two-photon annihilation of free polarized electrons and 
positrons is obtained in a relativistically invariant form for the case where the final state 
is resolved into linear polarizations of the y quanta. 

JN recent years, in connection with the discovery of 
new effects in {3 decay, and also with the appearance 
of possibilities for experiments with colliding beams 
of positrons and electrons, interest has developed in 
more detailed study of the annihilation of electron
positron pairs, in particular the annihilation of po
larized positrons. [1- 9] This interest is also caused 
by the possibility of using the annihilation process 
for studying the behavior of charged particles in dif
ferent materials and the determination of various 
properties of these materials. [5- 7] 

The differential cross section for two-photon an
nihilation "in flight" is found in this paper for po
larized electrons and positrons, in an arbitrary ref
erence frame, in the first nonvanishing approxima
tion in e2; this permits us easily to compare the 
cross sections which have been obtained previ
ously. [1- 3] 

Page [1] calculated the differential cross sections 
for annihilation with longitudinal and transverse po
larizations of the positrons and electrons summed 
over the polarization directions of the photons, and 
also the degree of circular polarization of one of the 
photons. In [4] formulas were given for the cross 
sections summed over the directions of polarization 
of the photons for arbitrary polarizations and mo
menta of the annihilating pair. And finally, in a paper 
of Theis [3] such cross sections were calculated in 
the system of the center of inertia (ems ) for cases 
where the directions of linear polarization of the 
photons were taken to be perpendicular or parallel 
to the annihilation plane. In a paper of Frolov [9] 

general relativistically invariant formulas were ob
tained describing the polarization effects in the scat
tering of a spin% particle, taking form factors into 
account, but the explicit form for the differential 
cross section for two-photon annihilation was not 
given or discussed there. 

1. Using the polarization density matrix for posi
trons and electrons, [1o] the differential cross sec-

tion for two-photon annihilation of electrons and 
positrons in flight can be written in the form 

do= rz-~ _1 m2 TrX dQ I a£ /-1 
0 ''" a -------;,-:-1 _0_0_ ·1· 

"' Wz Wt [ (pq)2- m•] ' x1x; 
(1) 

where PJ.L• qJ.L, k1 .. d are the four-momenta of the elec
tron, positron and photon, and aJ.l±, eJ.Li are their po
larization vectors (here ei give the linear polari
zations of the photons ) 

X = Q0 (1 + iy5a+) (iq + m) Q0 (1 + iy5a_) (ip- m) 

Q~ = x1e~ [i (p- k;)- mJ e~ + x2e2 [i (p- k:)- m] e'1 , 

Qo = y4Q+y4, ro = ez/m, Er = rol + Wz, 

X;= (pk;), i = 1, 2, (1a) 

dQ 1 is the element of solid angle for the direction of 
the momentum of one of the photons. 1> 

After simple calculations one gets the following 
expressions for Tr X from (1): 

1 F 2 4 z s I = X1X2X - S, 

f fu = 2x1x2 (e1e2) m {x1 (e 2e1k2a+), + (qe1) (k1k2a+e2), 

-+- (e1 +-> Cz)\· 
' k1 <---> kz J ' 

(2) 

(2a) 

F III = F II \a+~a-, q~-P• (2b) 
1 F ( ) [ 1 • 2 2) S IV = a+a- 4 x1x2X - S 

+ X 2 (k1a+) (k2a_) H- X 2 + 2 (e1e2) s] + 2s (e2a+) {x2x (e 1a_) 

+ (k2a_) [x1 ~qe 1) - X 2 (pe1) l - x 2 (k1a_) (/l2e1)} 

+ (e 2a+) x 2x {- x 1x (e2a_) + [x1 (pe 2) (qa_) 

-- (qez) (xz (k1a_) - X 1 (k2a_)) J} 
- X 2 (pe2) (qe2) (k 1aJ (k 1a_) 
+ 2 (qa_) (k1e2) (pe 2) X 1 [x1 (k 1a~)- Xz (kzaiJ l 
+ (e1 H e2 , k1 +-+ k 2) + (a+ +-> a_, q <---> p), (2c) 

llThe notation and units used here are the same as in [10 ], 

but the sign of Xi is reversed. 

1123 
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where 

As they should be, the expressions obtained for 
F J are symmetric under the interchange ( e1 - e 2, 
k1- k2) and (p- q, a_- a+), which allows us 
to abbreviate the expressions for F J. In the calcu
lations of the F J, only the following conditions im
posed on ki, ei, p, q, ~ were used, 

k7 = 0, 

(qa+) = (pa_) = 0, i = I, 2. (3b) 

Thus the expressions for F J are valid for arbitrary 
p and q. 

This allows us to carry out the summation over 
the directions of polarization of the photons very 
simply. Remembering that 

erties, and in addition is gauge invariant, i.e., 
do/dQ !ei-ki = 0. 

If one of the incident particles is unpolarized, it 
is obvious that Fiv and the differential cross sec
tion do/d1"l1 are determined only by the functions 
FI + Fu (or Fm). We note that for arbitrary p 
and q we have Fu = Fui = 0, if e1 = ± e2 or ( e 1e2 ) 

= 0. 
2. Now let us look at some special cases of for

mula (6). In the ems, where p + q = k1 + k2 = 0 and 
E± = w1,2 = w, we choose q/ I q I = n as the Z axis. 
Then, writing {3 = I q 1/w, y = w/m, n1 = ktfw, 
tl;n = 8, we get 

x1 •2 = - ro 2 (I ± ~cos 6), 

(7) 

~e7 = 2, ~ (e1e2) 2 = 2, 
(4) where !; + ( !;_ ) is the polarization of the positrons 

(electrons) in the rest frame. 

we easily get 
We now choose the gauge so that ei = ( ei, 0 ), 

et = 1. As basis vectors for the linear polariza
tions of the photons it is convenient to choose the 
following vectors: ex 1 n1o ey a: n1 x n, for ex

~ Fu = ~ Fm = 0, (5b) ample, 

+ (m2x + 2x1x2) [x1 (k1a+) (k 2a_) + X2 (k 2a+) (k1aJ ]. 

(5c) 

The expression for F!; coincides with the result ob
tained by Rogozinski, [2] and for F 0 agrees with for
mula (12)-(41) of [U]. In addition to the summation 
over polarizations of the photons, the arbitrariness 
of p and q allows us to use the "substitution law" 2> 

to get the cross sections for Compton scattering and 
for formation of e + -e- pairs by two photons 
( [lOJ, Sec. 32, par. 3 ). 

Thus the differential cross section for annihila
tion of arbitrarily polarized electrons and positrons 
has the form 

(6) 

where the F J are given by formulas (2a)-(2c). From 
these formulas we see that the differential annihila
tion cross section has the required symmetry prop-

2>Using this property of the cross sections, i.e., making 
the substitution q-+ -p', p-+ p, e,-+ e, e2 _.. e', k2 --. k', k,--. -k 
in F J, it is not difficult to see that the expression for the cross 
section corresponding to X from formulas (11)-(13) in [u] con
tains several misprints. 

ex= (!, n/2 + 0, cD), 

ey = (I, n/2, cD), 

and then we write ei = aiex + !3iey, ar + !3r = 1, 
i = 1, 2. 

(Sa) 

(Sb) 

It is not difficult to get the expression for the 
sum 6 do/d1"l1 = da~;/dQ 1 in three-dimensional 

e1e2 
notation: 

d~~ rg { 1 F ( - 4 + r<1 · 0) (~ r ) 
dQr = 2f3y2 (1 ~ [32 cos2 6)2 2 0- r t-' sm ':>+~-

+2~2 sin2 6 (n 1 ~+) (n1U 

+ 2~2 (I - r-1) [2 cos e (n~+) (nU - (nU (nl~+) 

- (n~+) (n1C)]}, 

i-Fo=~~FI = 1-~4 +2f32 sin2 6-~4 sin4 6. (9) 
e1e2 

If we introduce spherical angles ~±• IP± to de
scribe the polarization directions of the positron 
and electron, and use the notation 

t =cos 1'1+ cos 1'1_, 

g = cos 1'1_ sin 1'1+ cos (cp+- cD) +- cos 1't+ sin t't_ cos (cp_- cD), 

h~ = sin 1'1+ sin 1'1_ cos [cp_- cD ± (cp~- <D)], 

da!; /dQ1 can be written as 
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dJr. r;, 1 . 4 4 · 4 
dQ~ = 2,3r'(l-;3"cos26)" h Fo + 1;+1;- [(-I+~+~ sm 6 

+ 2ri2 sin2 6 cos2 0)f +r-2 (1~2 sin4 0- y-2) h_ (dajdQ 1)x, y 

(10) 

where where ?;± = I t± I is the degree of polarization of the 

(Y, x) 

(12c) 

positron and electron. 3> For J± = 0 (longitudinal 
polarizations of the electron and positron) and for 

g_ =cos{}_ sin{}+ cos (~:p+- <D)- cos{}+ sin{}_ cos (~:p_- <D). 

J± = rr/2, t± = 1 (transverse polarizations) we get . 
th 11 kn f 1 f P [1 10] These formulas coincide with the corresponding for-

e we own ormu as o age. • [3] f 
The expressions for the functions FJ in (2a)-(2c) mulas 1of Theisf if we take account o the note to 

are easily transformed to three-dimensional notation formu a <10) 0 this paper· 
· th 1 t' (7) w · th 1 t If in the experimental arrangement for studying usmg ere a 10n . e giVe e comp e e expres- . . . . . . . 

· f F F d F h'l . 1 . 1 two-photon anmhtlatwn no plane 1s dtstmgUished swns or I· II• an III• w 1 ewe gtve on y specta . . . 
f F ( th 1 t . f F . ( 1. e., one does not observe the directwns of p, q, k1), 

cases or IV e comp e e expresswn or IV m "" . . . 
th · · · th A d' ) then LJ do/dQ1 ~ e2, 1.e., the analysis of the lmear e ems 1s given m e ppen IX e1 

polarization of the second photon, shows the natural 
polarization, in agreement with the general theoret
ical arguments in the nonrelativistic limit [ 121 ( cf. 

(lla)* the case of circular polarizations [4])-it is suffi

= + b~y-1 sin 2'\jl {- 2y sin2 0 cos {}+ 

cient to assign the direction. But when there is such 
a plane, for example { n, nd, 2] da I dQ1 will be 

e1(ez) 
dependent on the state of polarization of the second 
photon relative to this plane. 

(llb) Using formulas (12a)-(12c), it is easy to get the 

where b = 1 - {32 cos2 8, l/J = e;e2, e1 = ex. 

degree of linear polarization of one of the photons 
(llc) in the annihilation plane (for the definition of ~ 3 , 

cf., for example, [tO]): 

Since Fn and Fni are equal to zero when e1 II e2 £a = [~ da (e1 =ex) _ ~ da (e1 = eu)] j ); da 
or e1 1 e2, the polarization effects in the annihilation e, e, :,;, 

~ 4~ sine {~sin 0 
"f(Fo+Fr) I 

(13) 

of polarized positrons by unpolarized electrons (or 
vice versa) can in principle be observed by meas
uring the degree of relative linear polarization of 
the y quanta at an angle of rr/4, or the correspond
ing circular polarizations (cf. [3•4J). In the analysis 
of the general case, it is convenient for simplicity 
to choose for e1 and e 2 the basis vectors ex and 
ey defined in (8); as an example we give da/dQ1 
for e1o e2 = ex, ey: 

In conclusion we consider the nonrelativistic ap
proximation for the differential annihilation cross 
section, which is gotten from formula (6) in the ems 
when {3 - 0 (cf. also the Appendix): 

(da/dQ 1)y, y ~ ~2b cos2 0 

+ 1;+1;_~2 cos2 0 {(sin2 0- y-2 cos2 0) f 
- sin2 Oh+ + y-2 cos2 eh_ - 2y-1 sin 0 cos 6g}, (12a) 

(da/dQl)x, X ~ ~2 {sin2 0 COS2 0 + r-2 (I + sin2 0)2 

+ ~+1;- [(cos2 0 sin2 0 - y-2 (1 + sin2 0) 2) f 
+ y-2 (1 -+- sin2 O) h_- sin20h+ 

(dcr/dQ1)nonre!=-} r~~-1 {[I - (e1e2) 2 1 [I + (~+U 

- 2 (n 1~+) (n1Ul --+- 2 [(e1e2) ((e1~+) (ezU 

+ (e 2~+) (e1Ul - (ek) (el~+) - (e2~+) (e2Ul}. 

It is easy to see that for e1 II e2 

(da/dQ)nonrel= 0, 

+ 2y-1 sin 0 cos 0 {I + sin2 0) g)}, (12b) while for e 1 1 e 2 

3>To compare these formulas with formula (5) in Theis' dajdQ1nonre!= ~ r~~-1 [ 1 + (~ ,_£J 
paper,['] we must make the following substitutions: ~-, _, ± 1, 
~- __,.- :&, !Jl- __,.- qi- This corresponds to assigning the vee- - 2 ((n 1~+) (n1~J + (e1~+) (e1~J 
tor {relative to the axis z = -n. We note that there is a mis-
print in the last term of formula (5) in[']. + (e2~+) (e2~J)l = ~ r~~-l [1 - (~+~J], 

*(ne) = n·e; [ne] = n x e. 

(14) 
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where the last equality follows from the fact that 
e1o e2 1 n1. Formula (14) directly verifies the gen
eral conclusions of FanoC12] regarding the nature 
of the polarization of the annihilation y quanta 
( cf. also [ 10J). 

The well known formula for the total annihilation 
cross section in this approximation is obtained from 
(14) after summing over the directions of polariza
tion of the y quanta and integrating over angles 

where the basis vectors for the polarizations of the 
photons are chosen as follows: 

e" = e', 
y y 

e~ E {n', n~}, 

e" = n' sin 8- e' cos 8. 
X 1 X 

(17a) 

(17b) 

From formula (17) it is easy to find the degree of 
linear polarization of the photon relative to the 
plane { n 1 , nl} . 

In conclusion I want to thank A. A. Ansel'm and 
(15) Yu. N. Demkov for useful criticism and comments. 

Formula (15) is also of course obtained from (9) for 
{3- 0. 

In the case where t+ and t- are perpendicular 
to the plane { e2, n1}, the differential cross section 
(daldQ1)nonrel has the form 

(da/dQr)nonret= (rJ4[3) (1 - e) sin2 'ljJ, 

where t+ = ± t- = Et_, 1/J = 6;'e2. 
It is not difficult to get the expressions for daldQ1 

in the ultrarelativistic limit, when {3- 1, y » 1; no 
essential simplifications of the cross section formula 
occur. 

APPENDIX 

In the ems, FIV has the form 

: 2 w- 8F 1v = [b- s2 H(a+a_) + 2 (r2 - 1) (n~+) (nUl 

+ [ (e1e2) s - 1] [ (nn2) (nra+) (n2a_} + (nn1) (n2a+) (n1a_} l 

+ 2[32 [(ne1) 2 (n2a+) (n2a_} + tne2) 2 (n 1a_} n1a+)l 

- 2s [ (nn 2) (e1a+) (e2a_} + (nn1) (e2a+) (e1a_} + [3 (ne1) t 1 

-:-[3 (ne2) i 2l +2[3 [(ner) rr +(ne2) r2l 

- 2b [ (e1a_} (e1a+) + (e2a+) (e2aJ], 

3. The transition to the laboratory coordinate sys- where 
tern (l.s.): p = 0 or q = 0. The expression for the s = b (e1e2) - 2;32 (ne1) (ne2), 

cross section daldQ 1 in this system can be gotten 
from the formulas in the ems by a simple Lorentz 
transformation. But it is much simpler for this 
purpose to use formulas (2), (5) and (6), which are 
valid for any p and q, and the relations 

n' = n' -'- n' 
1 2' 

h - I I I I II I I I I kl I w ere y+ - E+ m, E_ = m, n = q q , ni = i wi. 
From the equation ( pk2) = ( qk1) (which follows 

from (3)) we have 

r 2 and t2 are gotten, respectively, from r 1 and t 1 
by the replacement n1 - n2, e1 - e2; n, n1, n2 are 
four-vectors with components n1, n2 = ( ±n, 1 ), 
n = ( (3n, 1). 
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